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Delegation for relations with the Mashreq countries

6th European Parliament/Lebanon Interparliamentary meeting

1-6 May 2006

Report by Mrs Beatrice Patrie, delegation chairman

I.  Introduction

The Lebanon visit by a working party from the Delegation for relations with the Mashreq 
countries, 1 to 6 May 2006, took place against a difficult political background; on the one hand, 
within the framework of the application of UN resolution 1559, the Syrian troops had left 
Lebanon, thus restoring a certain degree of sovereignty; on the other hand, several domestic 
problems are still awaiting resolution: independence of the judiciary, administrative and 
economic reforms, new electoral law, and the coalition of the various political groups. But what 
is above all at the heart of public life and Lebanon are the hidden facts behind - and the 
instigators of - the attacks on former Prime Minister Hariri and other politicians.

The EP delegation made a point of meeting all significant political figures, including the UN
Special Investigator, Serge Brammertz, and Lebanese religious leaders. There was no meeting 
with an official delegation from the Lebanese Parliament nor its President, despite the fact that 
the parliament’s services had been informed of the forthcoming EP delegation visit several 
weeks in advance and on more than one occasion, by the Commission Delegation Office.

II. Meetings with political leaders, NGOs, etc.

1. Meeting with the Minister of the Interior, Mr Ahmed Fatfat

The Minister began by asking for European support to put the final touches to 
independence. He then went on to discuss the issue of the drafting of the electoral law
by the electoral commission set up for that purpose, which is taking longer than initially 
envisaged. The report should have been submitted at the end of January 2006, and had 
been held over to May. The problem was the need to reach a consensus; the sticking 
point the size of the electoral constituencies. The debate was wide open, ranging from 
the smallest of constituencies to a single national constituency. There was a possibility 
that ‘confessionalism’ might be moved to the Senate. He then discussed the security 
situation, which had improved steadily since the end of the civil war. It was planned to 
increase the police from 12 000 to 28 000 in 2007. However, he noted the lack of 
appropriate equipment. Police training was in place, with the support of the USA, 
France, Egypt and Jordan. An ongoing weeding out of the security forces was aimed at 
removing those elements most closely linked with the occupation. 

He discussed press freedom, which he assured us was guaranteed, despite the recent 
attacks carried out on journalists. 
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He explained the situation in south Lebanon, which was still full of landmines dating 
from the Israeli occupation; Israel ought to provide plans of the areas in question as a 
matter of urgency. Israel was still occupying part of Lebanon (the Chebaa farms), and 
only the resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict would make peace possible.

He described the Palestinian camps as a major and explosive problem as a result of the 
regional situation. Furthermore, it was not possible, given how many Palestinians were 
involved, to integrate them into Lebanese society. As long as the Palestinian problem 
remained unresolved, there would be no peace in the region. 

With regards relations with Syria, they needed to be based on the establishment of 
diplomatic relations, and the delimitation and respect of shared frontiers. International
support was required in order to achieve this.

2. Meeting with the chairman of the ‘Resistance Loyalty Block in Parliament’, 
Mohamed Raad

This parliamentary group represents the Hezbollah organisation in Parliament, and the 
spiritual leader is Sheik Nasrallah.

The delegation chairman spoke with Mohamed Rhaad about the delimitation of the 
border with Syria, the issue of Hezbollah weapons, the regional situation, Iran and 
Palestine, and the co-existence of the Shi'ite and Sunni communities.

Mr Rhaad presented the initial results of the national dialogue, which Nabih Berry, the 
President of the Lebanese Parliament, had called for, and in which political groups of all 
shades had taken part. The results were as follows: support for the international
committee of inquiry investigating the recently committed murders, for an examination
of the situation of the Palestinians by an independent commission, and the ban on 
Palestinians carrying weapons outwith the camps, on Lebanon's relations with Syria, and 
on Lebanese sovereignty in the Chebaa region. (The Syrians had informed the UN, but 
had refused to sign any form of legally binding recognition).

He mentioned the issues on which there had not yet been any agreement: the mandate of 
President Emile Lahoud and the role of Hezbollah in the armed struggle against the 
Israeli occupation of the Chebaa region. He would not be against a possible integration of 
Hezbollah into the Lebanese regular army. He indicated that the Amal-Hezbollah link 
with Hariri (Sunni community) and General Aoun, who apparently represented 80% of 
Christians, was preventing anarchy in Lebanon.

He several times referred to relations with Syria, stressing the irreversible nature of the 
Syrian withdrawal and the need for diplomatic exchanges. He criticised the trend 
amongst Lebanese politicians who, while having cooperated with Syria in the past, were 
now against Syria and even wished to bring down the current regime there. There was a 
tendency to blame the Syrians for all the mistakes of the past, but in fact Lebanon had its 
own co-responsibility for the past and present situation.
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He only very briefly alluded to relations with General Aoun’s parliamentary group, the 
‘Free Patriotic Movement’: he regretted that this group was not part of the government. A 
platform for discussion with General Aoun, since the Taef Agreement could be regarded 
as a point of departure. Analysing the Lebanese situation, he several times highlighted the 
need for a consensus between the communities and criticised the absence of a State, as
well as cronyism and corruption.

Finally, he described Iran as a neighbouring country whose policies, and particularly its 
relations with the USA, affected Lebanon. He specifically stated that the entire region 
was affected by the Iran dispute.

3. Meeting with General Michel Aoun, chairman of the ‘Free Patriotic Current’

General Aoun set out his view of the situation. Following the Syrian withdrawal after 30 
years of occupation, the Lebanese state had inherited a number of problems, including the 
2000 electoral law which had given the Muslim population certain advantages. Today, it 
was necessary to organise relations with Syria, and together with them find pragmatic 
solutions without jeopardising Lebanese sovereignty. He himself had had no contact with
Syria so far, despite all claims to the contrary. The role of the religious institutions should 
be limited and they should not concern themselves with day-to-day life.

Opinion polls showed General Aoun had excellent chances as a presidential candidate, 
and he spoke at length about the agreement he had reached with Hezbollah on 6.2.2006, 
which covered, inter alia, electoral law, the introduction of democratic principles, 
Lebanese-Syrian relations, and abandoning the principle of making disarmament
dependent on a global resolution of the regional conflict. This agreement had won 
majority support. There was dispute on point 10 of the memorandum concerning 
Lebanese independence, and describing the legitimate role of Hezbollah as an armed 
resistance movement for as long as Israel occupied the Chebaa region of Lebanon. The 
general claimed that the agreement also concerned recognition of Israel by Hezbollah, 
and said that Hezbollah lived in fear of an Israeli airborne attack.

In his opinion, it was better to reach out to Hezbollah and integrate the movement into 
Lebanese society, rather than exclude it, which would mean excluding some 40% of the 
Lebanese population. Finally, no terrorist attack had been carried out by the organisation 
since 1985. The attacks and kidnappings were to be attributed, rather, to Sunni extremist 
militants.

4. Meeting with the Prime Minister, Fuad Siniora

The Prime Minister's observations were very precise. He began by stressing the close 
links between Lebanon and Europe and the positive role played by Syria in the past, by 
preventing the partition of Lebanon. Following the withdrawal of the Syrian troops, the 
situation had changed: Lebanon now possessed a freely-elected government, without 
Syrian influence, and that government wanted to implement reforms and establish 
democratic institutions.
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Its approach was three-pronged: consolidate the institutions, secure complete Israeli 
withdrawal from Chebaa, implement economic and social reforms.

With regard to the role of Hezbollah, he stressed that most of the population wanted the 
organisation to be disarmed and integrated into the regular army, within the framework of 
a national military unit. 

He felt the Arab world’s reactions to the cartoons reflected the frustrations felt by Arabs
on a daily basis because of the unresolved Israel-Arab conflict, and also the building of 
the wall between Israel and Palestine. He viewed the Palestinian conflict a matter of the 
greatest injustice for the Arab world, and regretted the abandoning of the Madrid 
proposals.

5. Meeting with the Economy and Trade Minister, Sami Haddad

The Minister said that EU-Lebanon relations were excellent, and mentioned in particular 
the progress of the discussions on the neighbourhood plan, and the very positive role 
played by the EIB within the framework of the Beirut Conference. He stressed the 
securitised nature of the Lebanese banking system.

Lebanon had an internal debt of 80%, as well as an external debt, but it was the former 
that caused the problems. Lebanon had no need for funding, it was more a question of 
making proper use of the resources available. Amongst the priorities for reform, he 
mentioned tax reform and the privatisation of the national airline MEA and the telephone 
sector. These measures ought to have a major influence on the Lebanese stock market.

Finally, he referred to the announcement of the priority attached to an economic and 
social reform plan being drawn up in a spirit of the widest possible consensus, whose 
completion was expected shortly.

6. Meeting with Walid Joumblatt, leader of the Socialist Party in Shouf

The representative of the Druze community began by stressing the way the situation had 
deteriorated since last year. He was concerned by the failure of the attempt to remove 
Emile Lahoud from office, and by the way Lebanon was caught between the 
Mediterranean and Iran, and he feared that there might be ‘mayhem’. The division of the 
Christian, Sunni and even Druze communities was worrying.

However, he listed those points where he thought that progress had been made: national 
dialogue had allowed some progress, particularly on the issue of the borders with Syria; 
the role of Hezbollah, which was feeling stronger thanks to the new Iranian President’s 
support, and ought to be ‘Lebanised’, by incorporating its troops into the national defence 
system. Here, the agreement between General Aoun and Hezbollah, which made no 
mention of the Taef Agreement nor the role of Hezbollah following the withdrawal of the 
Israelis from the Chebaa region.
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He also referred to relations with Syria, which needed to be normalised. He had had 
contact with the ‘Muslim brothers’ who wanted to establish a pluralist state. He made no 
secret of his antipathy towards the Syrian regime.

7. Meeting with Samir Geagea, Head of the Executive Committee of the Lebanese 
Forces

Mr Geagea gave a detailed account of the 13 years of imprisonment which had led him to 
a greater tolerance. With regard to the Aoun-Hezbollah agreement, he did not believe that 
it could have dramatic consequences. It was only a tactical move by Aoun, who wanted 
to become President of Lebanon.

He described the new regional tensions with Iran over nuclear weapons. He described 
Hezbollah as the henchman of Iran, which could, in the future, represent a major threat to 
Lebanon. He spoke of the need to disarm Hezbollah in a short a time as possible, 
otherwise there would be major developments in the next two years. He believed that the 
tensions would degenerate into a military situation, with the firing of rockets on the 
southern border, and therefore war. He stressed the need to remain calm and pursue 
dialogue above all.

8. Meeting with Geir Pedersen, personal representative of the UN’s SG

Mr Pedersen gave a very full account of the regional situation which, he said, affected 
Lebanon.

He said that nobody would have believed that President Berry’s initiative in bringing all 
the parties concerned to the table for a national dialogue would be crowned with success.

Lebanese relations with Syria should also be tackled in terms of cultural, family, religious 
and historical relations. He believed that the Lebanese were divided 50:50 on opposition 
to and support for Syria. The UN was demanding total support from both countries for 
the work of the ‘Brammertz’ commission. If the instigators of the attacks were identified, 
this would be a very positive sign.

Two weeks earlier, a UN delegation had gone to Damascus to discuss the fate of 
Lebanese prisoners in Syrian jails. It was the first time that the UN and the Syrian 
authorities had tackled this problem. He did not exclude  Hezbollah involvement in 
making the holding of this meeting feasible. Generally speaking, China and Russia 
supported Syrian policy, which gave Syria a great deal of power,

The prolongation of President Lahoud’s mandate to autumn 2004 had been brought about 
under pressure from Syria on Lebanese Members of Parliament. Syria believed that 
Resolution 1559 was an American/Israeli plot.

For the UN, the Chebaa region was in Syrian territory. But it was not up to the UN 
mission to resolve this problem. Israel could withdraw from the region, but that would be 
viewed as a Hezbollah victory, as at the time of the Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon in 
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2000. Syria was playing a game here, intending to use the Chebaa region as a pawn for as 
long as Israel continued to occupy the Golan Heights.

Finally, Hezbollah had opened up: for example, the issue of carrying weapons had been 
discussed within the organisation. But it was also worth asking whether it was possible to 
disarm Hezbollah as long as Iran was threatened. If no solution were found to the Iranian 
nuclear issue, it was to be feared that Iran would be tempted to make use of the 
international secret services close to Hezbollah in order to attack western targets.

A further danger could be a spillover effect from the situation in Palestine and the 
Palestinian camps on the situation in Lebanon. A period of grace of between 6 to 12 
months should have been granted to the new Hama’s Government, in order to give it the 
chance to recognise Israel’s right to exist, instead of rejecting all contact with the 
government, unleashing a humanitarian crisis in Palestine, and making a civil war a real 
possibility.

Finally, he paid tribute to the role of the EU and the work of the Commission delegation 
in Lebanon on resolving problems in Lebanon and the Middle East.

9. Meeting with various NGOs

The delegation had wanted to get a clear view of the work of NGOs in Lebanon. The 
areas in which they work, co-funded in part by the Commission or supported by 
foundations cover:

- establishing democratic structures, not only in Lebanon but also in other Arab 
states (LADE),

- aid to Palestinians (violation of rights in refugee camps, legal aid, dialogue 
between Lebanese and Palestinians),

- aid to Lebanese prisoners abroad (Syria, Israel), support for the application of 
Resolution 1995,

- support for non-Palestinian refugees (Lebanon has not ratified the Geneva 
Convention on Refugees) and women from other countries,

- aid for young criminals and their social reinsertion on release from jail, the 
abolition of the death penalty (there are currently still 40 individuals sentenced to 
death or waiting execution).

Mr Murgab, a lawyer who had presented a report on his experiences in a Lebanese prison 
to a Mashreq delegation meeting in Brussels in November 2003, following which he had 
been pursued by the Lebanese courts (meanwhile, the prosecution has been abandoned), 
first of all thanked the delegation for its support. He felt that the population, the judges 
and the lawyers would continue to be fearful about expressing their opinions as long as 
foreign forces remained in the country. He asked for the strict application of all the 
clauses of the association agreement, particularly those concerning democratic freedoms.
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Some NGOs tackle the issue of trafficking in body organs, the situation of domestic staff 
from Asian countries, corruption - against which the EU ought to take forceful measures -
and the 'new poor': only 5% of the population had decent living conditions.    

The situation in the Palestinian refugee camps was particularly critical, as was the 
treatment of Palestinians: they possessed only refugee cards which however gave them no 
rights either to jobs or to property.

Generally speaking, there had been a gleam of hope since March 2005: things were 
moving in the right direction, even if far too slowly.

10. Meeting with the Foreign Minister, Mr Faouzi Sallukh

The Foreign Minister, a former diplomat who had been Lebanese ambassador in 
Belgium, is one of the two Hezbollah members of the government. 

He described EU relations with Lebanon as positive and said that discussion of the action 
plan had progressed.
He believed that Israel did not respect the frontiers, since it was still occupying part of 
Lebanon, namely the Chebaa region, where owners were in possession of property deeds 
issued by the Lebanese state. Generally speaking, he had the impression that all countries 
had held out their hands to Israel. Israel had four options: the Oslo and Madrid treaties, 
the 'roadmap' and the Arab peace initiative presented in Bayreuth. 

He described relations with Iran as very close. Iran had the right to possess enriched 
uranium because, after all, Israel certainly had nuclear weapons. One solution would be 
to make the region a non-nuclear zone. 

With regard to Palestine he said that the Palestinians should not be punished for the 
outcome of their democratic elections. 

He also spoke positively on the development of the situation in Iraq, because following 
elections, all political parties were now represented in the government.

III. Conclusions

The delegation noted in the meetings held, very mixed feelings with regard to the future 
of Lebanon. The signs are the national dialogue, undertaken on the initiative of Mr Berry, 
President of the Lebanese Parliament, who had brought together for the first time the 14 
different political groups round a single table, with the following unequal results: 
Lebanon's claim to the Chebaa region, the establishment of diplomatic relations with 
Syria and the disarming of Palestinians outside their refugee camps. The issue of 
Hezbollah weapons is now something that can be debated, but no concrete prospects have 
emerged.
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All those we spoke to were unanimous as to the need to clarify the recent criminal 
attacks, particularly the assassination of Prime Minister Rafic Hariri. We heard some 
criticism of the agreement reached between General Aoun and Hezbollah, since it makes 
no reference to the Taëf agreement, and does not sufficiently regulate the issue of 
disarming the Hezbollah militias. 

Reforms involving the independence of the judiciary, fighting corruption, privatising 
electricity, water, the telephone sector and the national airline MEA, and also reducing 
the debt, were deemed priorities. 

The families of individuals who have disappeared in Syria submitted a dossier to the 
delegation, which the Chair forwarded to the Syrian Ambassador to the EU on 8 June 
2006, asking him to provide information on those who have disappeared. 

The tensions in the region, linked to the crisis between Hamas and the state of Israel, 
between Iran and the international community, the ongoing deterioration of the situation 
in Iraq with the mass exodus of the Iraqi Christian community, and the seeds of civil wars 
between Sunnis and Shiites are all generating a high-risk situation in the region.

IV. Recommendations

The delegation calls for a resolution on Lebanon's disputes with Syria in terms of the 
tracing of and respect for shared borders, Syrian recognition of the Lebanese identity of 
the Chebaa farms, the establishment of peaceful diplomatic relations, and the return of 
Lebanese prisoners still held in Syria.

The delegation calls for a resolution to the disputes between Lebanon and Israel by 
returning the Chebaa farms to Lebanon, the deployment of the Lebanese armed forces 
throughout Lebanese territory, a definitive cessation of the military activity carried out by 
Hezbollah against northern Israel and the disarmament of the organisation, absolute 
respect by Israel and Lebanon of each other's airspace and territorial waters, and the 
making available to the Lebanese authorities of the plans of the minefields laid on 
Lebanese territory.

The delegation recalls the need to complete the inquiry into and the international legal 
proceedings concerning the political murders in Lebanon.


